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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the ways in which a culture of censorship—whether as a threat or as
an action— shaped the life and work of American photographer, George Platt Lynes
(1907-1955). Beginning in his late teens, Lynes became enmeshed in social circles composed of
leading artists and art world professionals. These networks led to exhibition opportunities,
kickstarting his career as a photographer. He rose to fame in the 1930s and 40s, widely
recognized for his fashion and dance photographs that were published in magazines such as
Harper’s Bazaar. Yet throughout his career, Lynes also photographed the male nude figure.
These images were unpublishable at the time and only circulated among his group of close
friends and romantic partners. Paradoxically, the more fame and attention Lynes and his fashion
and dance photographs received, the more important it was that his nude studies remain hidden.
Through examining his social networks and the places his work was displayed, published, and
stored—both in his life and after his death—this thesis examines the multiple ways in which
Lynes built the networks for his public career while navigating the ongoing threat of censorship
for his extensive body of unseen images.
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INTRODUCTION
After George Platt Lynes’ death in 1955, his work fell into oblivion for nearly three
decades, seldom appearing in exhibitions and almost entirely excluded from literature on
photography. Lynes is typically recognized as a renowned fashion photographer, however,
throughout his entire career he created photographs of the male nude figure. When scholarship
on the male nude in photography surfaced in the 1980s, Lynes’ name and work began to appear
more frequently in exhibitions and played a key role in exposing this rich history of
representation.
Platforms on which Lynes’ work was supported in his life included his social circles,
major museums and galleries, fashion publications, and the archive. Yet the threat of censorship
due to cultural, political, and social circumstances, also defined Lynes’ publicly seen work. Each
of Lynes’ successes also created conditions that perpetuated the invisibility of his photographic
work. Since the turn of the twenty-first century, numerous scholars have sought to track a history
of this censorship. These texts have provided the framework for a critical examination into the
role censorship has played in paradoxically producing both the visibility and invisibility of artists
like Lynes. Each section of this thesis considers specific instances of the ways in which
censorship has shaped the visibility and reception of the life and work of photographer George
Platt Lynes.
Key events and relationships at the beginning of Lynes’ life would be instrumental in the
formation of his career as a photographer. The first section of this thesis, “Social Networks and
Early Career,” addresses events, exhibition opportunities, and relationships that demonstrate how
his social networks functioned both toward ends of visibility and invisibility. From a young age,
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Lynes was in contact with literary and visual artists such as Paul Cadmus, Jean Cocteau,
Gertrude Stein, and many others who influenced his own desire to become an artist. He was also
involved in a romantic relationship with the writer Glenway Wescott and publisher Monroe
Wheeler. Wheeler would go on to become deeply involved at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York, NY, participating in various roles including Director of Publications, the first Director of
Exhibitions, Trustee of the Museum and a member of the executive committee. These early
friendships and romantic partnerships were important in developing Lynes’ identity as a
photographer and provided many professional opportunities for Lynes to display his work.
Throughout this chapter I highlight the foundational role of Lynes’ social networks by laying out
biographical information in the context of cultural and social conditions of the time.
In chapter two, I examine Lynes’ fashion and dance photography. These images mark the
height of his career and are the works for which he is most well-known. The fame and
recognition he received for this work is one side of the paradox of visibility it created. Through
securing work with major fashion publications such as Harper’s Bazaar and gaining his position
as the commissioned photographer of the New York City Ballet, there was, conversely, a growing
need for his photographs of the male nude to remain hidden, as they could have tarnished his
career. In this chapter I examine how Lynes’ ongoing representations of the male nude influenced
his work used in advertisements and promotional materials.
Finally, despite the many public contexts in which Lynes’ photographs were displayed
during his lifetime, much of his work remained hidden in the archive until quite recently. In the
final chapter, I consider The Kinsey Institute archive as a platform that has created both ends of
visibility and invisibility for Lynes’ life and work. This archive holds the largest institutional
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collection of his work and has a fraught history of its own. Lynes’ collection at The Kinsey
Institute provides a unique case study to examine the reasons his work remained hidden because
of the notable censorship this archive faced in the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s. In this
chapter I examine how the context of the archive contributes to our understanding and
interpretation of the material within it.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Until the end of the twentieth century, literature published about the life and work of
American photographer George Platt Lynes was scarce. Although he was active as an artist from
the 1930s until his death in the 1950s, substantial literature about the photographer only began to
emerge in the late 1980s. As art historian James Crump wrote in 1993, “In terms of
documentation, Lynes remained an elusive figure, even though his numerous relationships with
the leading literary and artistic personalities emerged in discussions about his work.”1 Lynes’
great success as a commercial and portrait photographer created a paradox by placing his work in
the public spotlight through fashion magazines and promotional materials. At the same time,
photographs of nude men remained distinctly outside of public view due to their potentially
damaging reception and were known only by his closest friends.
Throughout his career, Lynes’ work was shown at major art venues such as the Julien
Levy Gallery and the Museum of Modern Art in New York City as well as published in major
fashion magazines such as Harper’s Bazaar and Vogue. These venues provided significant
visibility for his work, however, critical reviews of his exhibitions were limited in scope, and his
editorial work was not crucially assessed. Yet more recent publications have provided insight
into many of these early exhibitions Lynes was part of. As a gay man living in New York City
between World War I and II, Lynes expressed his true self only to his closest network of fellow
artists and friends. Cultural, social, and political mores created barriers that led Lynes and many
of his friends and colleagues to shield themselves and can help to explain why literature about
him has only recently surfaced.
James Crump, George Platt Lynes: Photographs from the Kinsey Institute (Boston, MA: Bulfinch Press,
1993), 137.
1
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During Lynes’ lifetime, his name and work often appeared in exhibition announcements,
however, more recent scholarship has provided a reassessment of these shows as well as the
commercial publications in which his fashion work was included. Today, information about
Lynes can be found in articles, books, and exhibition catalogues and is typically centered on the
context of the history of photography, his social circles, and histories of homosexuality and
censorship. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, his work began to appear in exhibitions, and the
accompanying catalogues elaborate the entirety of his career, some of them showing his erotic
images for the first time which were previously considered “obscene.” As a former Curator at
The Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction noted in an article published
in 2009, “with changes in restrictive obscenity laws, it became possible to send such artwork
through the mail and to publish and exhibit it to the public. 2” With more relaxed standards and a
general understanding of the subjective nature of “obscenity,” Lynes’ photographs, especially his
erotic work, was being displayed more frequently in museum exhibitions.
In 1973 the first book on Lynes’ work appeared3 when Lincoln Kirstein published The
New York City Ballet, Photographs by Martha Swope and George Platt Lynes.4 With the
exception of Kirstein’s book and an exhibition of his portraiture at the Art Institute of Chicago in
1960, Lynes’ work was nearly forgotten after his death. Then, many years later, as Crump
explained, “in the 1980s, there was a surge of new interest in the work of photographer George
Catherine Johnson-Roehr, “From Visual Data to Fine Art: Photography Collections at The Kinsey
Institute,” Visual Resources 25, no. 3 (September 15, 2009): 274. doi: 10.1080/01973760903122414.
“Roth v. United States in 1957, Memoirs v. Massachusetts in 1966, and Miller v. California in 1973 were
major cases that gave Supreme Court justices the opportunity to redefine the test for obscenity.”
2

David Leddick, Intimate Companions: A Triography of George Platt Lynes, Paul Cadmus, Lincoln
Kirstein, and Their Circle (New York, NY: St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 277.
3

Lincoln Kirstein, The New York City Ballet: Photographs by Martha Swope and George Platt Lynes
(New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1973).
4
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Platt Lynes, owing in part to the publication of the first monograph of his work, and a
comprehensive exhibition that revealed the breadth of his oeuvre.” 5 The exhibition was
accompanied by a catalogue in 1980 by Stephen P. Propkopoff titled, George Platt Lynes:
Photographic Visions, which, as Crump described, showed a broad scope of Lynes’ work.6
Just one year after Propkopoff’s catalogue came out, editor and publisher Jack Woody
published the aforementioned monograph, George Platt Lynes Photographs, 1931-1935 (1981).7
The book features a collection of personal accounts by George Balanchine, Lincoln Kirstein, and
Glenway Wescott—all of whom had a significant impact on Lynes’ life and career. These
detailed accounts provide unique insight into particular series’ of Lynes’ work. For instance,
George Balanchine, a notable choreographer, wrote about his experience of working with Lynes
as the commissioned photographer for the New York City Ballet. Balanchine thought highly of
Lynes and his skill: “Since my arrival in the United States in 1933, I knew and admired George
Lynes… I consider that George Lynes synthesized better than anyone else the atmosphere of
some of my ballets.”8 Woody’s monograph introduces readers to Lynes on an intimate level,
setting this text apart from other publications that began appearing around the same time,
including an exhibition catalogue by art historian Peter Weiermair, titled George Platt Lynes
(1982),9 and George Platt Lynes—Ballet (1985), another book by Woody. 10 Such publications
5

Crump, George Platt Lynes, 137.

Stephen Prokopoff, George Platt Lynes: Photographic Visions (Boston, MA: Institute of Contemporary
Art, 1980).
6

7

Jack Woody, George Platt Lynes: Photographs 1931-1955 (Pasadena, CA: Twelvetrees Press, 1981).

George Balanchine, “Dance,” in George Platt Lynes: Photographs 1931-1955, by Jack Woody
(Pasadena, CA: Twelvetrees Press, 1981), 105.
8

9

Peter Weiermair, George Platt Lynes (Innsbruck: Allerheiligenpresse, 1982).

10

Jack Woody, George Platt Lynes: Ballet (Pasadena, CA: Twelvetrees Press, 1985).
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didn’t necessarily provide the personal accounts that Woody’s monograph from 1981 brought to
light, however, they did expose Lynes’ work. These texts demonstrate a growing interest in Lynes
and were also published during a time when art historical texts on the male nude in photography
began emerging.
During the 1980s and early 1990s there was a scattering of books published about the
history of the male nude in photography. The Male Nude in Photography (1980) edited by
Lawrence Barns, was the first of these texts to appear and was published in conjunction with an
exhibition held in 1978 at the Marcuse Pfeifer Gallery in New York.11 The exhibition and
accompanying publication featured 86 images of male nudes taken between the 1870s and the
late 1970s by photographers including Edward Weston, Imogen Cunningham, Robert
Mapplethorpe, and Lynes. Several years later in 1988, Peter Weiermair published The Hidden
Image: Photographs of the Male Nude in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.12 This text
includes 142 photographs, many of which were previously unpublished by a similar array of
photographers found in Barns’ catalogue. Weiermair’s book traces the history of iconography of
the male nude and the repression and taboos it has been subject to. Fully Exposed: The Male
Nude in Photography (1990) by artist and writer Emmanuel Cooper expands on Weiermair’s
account, contributing to the discourse of these representations of nude men and the conditions
they were subject to, often times rendering them invisible, forbidden to be seen by the public. 13

Lawrence Barns, The Male Nude in Photography, Introduction by Marcuse Pfeifer (Waitsfield, VT:
Crossroads Press, 1980).
11

Peter Weiermair, The Hidden Image: Photographs of the Male nude in the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries, translated by Claus Nielander (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1988).
12

13

Emmanuel Cooper, Fully Exposed: The Male Nude in Photography (London: Unwin Hyman, 1990).
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Publications about the male nude in photography provided a historical backdrop that set
the stage for deeper investigations into this genre. One of the subcategories derived from the
history of the male nude in photography is the tradition of the homoerotic photograph. Art and
photography critic Allen Ellenzweig tracked this history in his book, The Homoerotic
Photograph: Male Images from Durieu/Delacroix to Mapplethorpe (1992).14 His text, along with
an outbreak of exhibitions in New York City “introduced the public to the richness of homoerotic
and male nude photography.”15 More than tracking a particular history, “Ellenzweig’s
fundamental argument that art—especially homoerotic art—is inextricably bound to politics…
He provides a history of the homoerotic photograph that is also a social history of
homoeroticism, homosexuality, and homophobia.” 16 The rich historical context Ellenzweig wrote
provides a framework that reveals the conditions Lynes’ life and work were subject to and
explains why his photographs and work by many other photographers remained hidden until this
surge in scholarship and exhibitions in the 1980s and early 1990s.
The proliferation of literature on the history of the male nude in photography and rapidly
growing interest in Lynes’ work gave way to the landmark exhibition and publication, George
Platt Lynes: Photographs from The Kinsey Institute (1993).17 The publication includes an
introduction by photographer and director Bruce Weber and two insightful essays by James

14 Allen

Ellenzweig, The Homoerotic Photograph: Male Images from Durieu/Delacroix to Mapplethorpe
(New York, NY: Columbia University Press,1992).
15

Ibid., xv.

16

Ibid., xvii.

17

Crump, George Platt Lynes.
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Crump. Former director of The Kinsey Institute, June Machover Reinisch notes the significance
of the book for exposing Lynes’ work in her preface by writing,
…The work was a treasure trove that from the first I believed should be shared with a
much larger audience than just those qualified and able to visit Bloomington and The
Kinsey Institute… Previous access to this work has been limited to scholars, scientists,
and other professionals. Today, it is a great pleasure to share some of George Platt Lynes’
best and most beautiful images—many published for the first time—with a wider
audience. 18
Crump utilizes the unpublished photographs taken by Lynes in order to, as he explains, “establish
a context for understanding the photographer’s complex rise to success in the 1930s, and the
events that account for his rapid decline in the late 1940s.” 19 In his first essay, “Photography as
Agency: George Platt Lynes and the Avant-Garde,” Crump builds on this by examining the
troubling events which set up many unfortunate circumstances toward the end of Lynes’ career in
the 1940s and 50s and, as Crump expresses, “partially explains his descent into obscurity, and his
marginalization from some of the most recent survey publications.”20 Crump’s synthesis of this
material brings a significant amount of biographical information about the photographer to the
forefront and provides a comprehensive framework for further developments in scholarship.
Crump’s second essay, “Iconography of Desire: George Platt Lynes and Gay Male Visual
Culture in Postwar New York,” from the catalogue features a great deal of previously
unpublished material as well, including photographs and correspondence that took place between
Kinsey and Lynes. This essay is notable for the ways in which it expands upon emerging
scholarship on the iconography of desire, looking particularly at Lynes’ images and placing them
June Machover Reinisch, “Preface: George Platt Lynes—A Personal Perspective,” in George Platt
Lynes: Photographs from the Kinsey Institute, by James Crump (Boston, MA: Bulfinch Press, 1993), np.
18

19

Crump, George Platt Lynes, 137.

20

Ibid.
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in the context of gay male visual culture in postwar New York. Crump builds on Ellenzweig’s
history of the homoerotic photograph and applies this discussion particularly to Lynes’ work.
Since many of the photographs Crump discusses were being written about for the first time, he
employs careful analysis to the images which he argues, “[one] must consider the milieu in
which they were created, the problems of exhibition and publication, and perhaps most
important, the eminence Lynes affixed to the images.”21 Importantly, Crump argues that Lynes
wanted his homoerotic images shown to the public and builds a historical framework to explain
the factors that denied such opportunity.
The 1993 exhibition and accompanying publication by Crump culminate the sudden rise
of interest in Lynes’ work, unleashing previously hidden photographs and postulations about the
obscurity his work fell into after his death. More recent scholarship has examined the limiting
social, cultural, and political factors that inhibited Lynes’ work of the male nude to remain
hidden, however, before that shift in the early 2000s, scholars turned their attention toward the
social networks Lynes was part of which contributed deeply to the rapid rise of his fame during
his early career.
In 1998 Crump and author and anthropologist, Anatole Pohorilenko published When We
Were Three: The Travel Albums of George Platt Lynes, Monroe Wheeler, and Glenway Wescott,
1925-1935.22 The book showcases the travel albums of Lynes, Wheeler, and Wescott, made
during their romantic relationship and described as being “illuminating documents of the

21

Crump, George Platt Lynes, 149.

James Crump and Anatole Pohorilenko, When We Were Three: The Travel Albums of George Platt
Lynes, Monroe Wheeler, and Glenway Wescott 1925-1935 (Santa Fe, NM: Arena Editions, 1998).
22
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American expatriate years.”23 Each of these men established important careers and were part of
the burgeoning art scenes in France and the United States. Wheeler was a publisher who went on
to become deeply involved at the Museum of Modern Art and Wescott was a writer, most wellknown for his short stories and novels. Crump’s essays place Lynes within the context of his
romantic relationship and provide a rich dialogue about their lives together, something that had
not previously been written about. Photographs from the travel albums are accompanied by two
essays, described as “new original texts that help to interpret this remarkable triangular
relationship and that provide a context for this virtual who’s who of the 1920s and 1930s.”24
Instead of highlighting the limitations of societal factors and pressures, this book takes a different
role in historicizing Lynes and his work by turning the reader’s attention to the flourishing social
and cultural scenes of that time.
Just two years after Crump and Pohorilenko’s book came out, author David Leddick
published Intimate Companions: A Triography of George Platt Lynes, Paul Cadmus, Lincoln
Kirstein, and Their Circle (2000).25 This book places Lynes’ within the context of his social
circles, reiterating the importance of these networks that Crump and Pohorilenko introduced in
1998. Leddick’s account is more than just detailed biographical information about Lynes,
Cadmus, and Kirstein—it delves into their relationship to one another through examining both
their private and public lives. The text emphasizes the importance of these three men and their
involvement as central figures in the flourishing New York art scene. Leddick’s book is described
as, “a revelation and a celebration of the art, the lives, and the impact of this groundbreaking
23

Crump and Pohorilenko, When We Were Three.

24

Ibid.

25

Leddick, Intimate Companions.
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circle.”26 Intimate Companions highlights the importance of Lynes’ social circles that helped
launch and sustain his career, expanding upon Crump and Pohorilenko’s previous observations
about Lynes’ romantic relationship.
Beginning in the early 2000s, scholarship on Lynes took a new turn toward examining his
identity as a gay artist and the resulting threat of censorship. In 2002, art historian Richard
Meyer’s landmark book, Outlaw Representation: Censorship and Homosexuality in TwentiethCentury American Art was published. 27 This text marked a turning point in the study of
twentieth-century American art, politics, and sexuality. As previous texts established, social,
cultural, and political conditions limited the spaces in which work by gay artists such as Lynes’
could exist in. Meyer articulates the threat of censorship posed by such conditions throughout the
twentieth century and explores how artists like Lynes responded to this threat and the limiting
circumstances set in place. As historian George Chauncey describes, “Meyer’s study combines
significant historical research and reflection with richly insightful interpretations of queer art to
illuminate the history of twentieth-century American art and culture as a whole as well as the
distinctive and little known history of gay artists.” 28 Meyer includes art historical analysis of
Lynes’ photographs, focusing on the iconography of desire employed by Lynes’ through his use
of the mirror and reflection. This expands upon previous scholarship by Ellenzweig and Crump
that utilized a reading of the iconography of desire in order to analyze Lynes’ photographs of
nude men. The uncovering of information about gay artists and historical framework Meyer
26

Leddick, Intimate Companions.

Richard Meyer, Outlaw Representation: Censorship and Homosexuality in Twentieth-Century
American Art (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2004).
27

George Chauncey, cover blurb for Richard Meyer, Outlaw Representation: Censorship and
Homosexuality in Twentieth-Century American Art (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2004).
28
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provides secures Lynes’ place in the history of homosexuality in twentieth-century art and the
censorship it faced.
After Meyer’s book Outlaw Representation (2002), scholarship about Lynes’ work
revisited the venues his photographs were displayed in. In 2003 the second edition of Memoir of
an Art Gallery by prominent art dealer and gallery owner, Julien Levy was published.29 Levy is
credited with giving Lynes major gallery exposure by including his work in group and solo
exhibitions. This text revisits the rich history of Levy’s gallery and the fundamental role it played
in weaving connections between rising artists, particularly surrealists working in the US during
the early 1930s. Levy’s memoir highlights the social networks in which Lynes was embedded in
and reassesses the gallery’s influence on the development of modern art that would later be taken
up by a major exhibition at the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 2006 titled, Dreaming in Black
and White: Photography at the Julien Levy Gallery.
Katherine Ware and Peter Barberie co-curated the exhibition and selected artwork from
over 2,500 images from Levy’s holdings that were acquired by the Museum in 2001 in part as a
gift from Levy’s widow, Jean Farley Levy.30 The show builds upon Levy’s Memoir and
reexamines the role his gallery had in the display and elevation of fine art photography. Lynes’
work was included in the exhibition, written about in the publication and described as “another
young American photographer championed by Levy.”31 This revision of Levy’s lasting impact
29

Julien Levy, Memoir of An Art Gallery (Boston, MA: MFA Publications, 2003).

“Dreaming in Black and White: Photography at the Julien Levy Gallery,” Past Exhibitions: 2006,
Philadelphia Museum of Art, accessed August 18, 2018, https://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/
2006/98.html.
30

Katherine Ware and Peter Barberie, Dreaming in Black and White: Photography at the Julien Levy
Gallery (Philadelphia, PA: Philadelphia Museum of Art in association with Yale University Press, 2006),
48.
31
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yielded exposure for Lynes’ work as well and brought him into conversations of the introduction
of modern art and fine art photography in the US in scholarship developing throughout the early
2000s.
After a pivot from literature about Julien Levy’s gallery, the next major publication to
include Lynes’ work falls back in line with Outlaw Representation from 2002 and explores
representations of homosexuality. Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture
(2010) by art historian Jonathan D. Katz and curator David S. Ward was published in conjunction
with an exhibition by the same title which opened in 2010 at the National Portrait Gallery.32 The
book and exhibition build on Meyer’s previous investigation into the little known history of gay
artists and “openly considers what has long been suppressed or tacitly ignored, even by the most
progressive sectors of our society: the influence of gay and lesbian artists in creating American
modernism.”33 Katz and Ward use a similar framework to Meyer who looks at the ways in which
gay artists produced their own “outlaw representations” of homosexuality, creating new forms of
social, sexual, and creative life. Katz and Ward focus specifically on the ways in which
“questions of sexuality always remained fluid and continually redefined by artists concerned
with the act of portrayal.” 34 The curators included Lynes’ portraiture in the exhibition and
publication, highlighting an often-overlooked portion of his oeuvre, yet a body of work that
provided significant financial stability for Lynes’ and brought him in contact with leading artists,
writers, and cultural figures of his time. In addition to his portraiture, Katz wrote about Lynes’

Jonathan D. Katz, David C. Ward, and Jennifer Sichel, Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American
Portraiture (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Books, 2010).
32

33

Ibid.

34

Ibid.
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close friendship with Dr. Alfred Kinsey—a relationship that had not been the feature of much
scholarship since Crump’s foundational text and exhibition from 1993. Hide/Seek uncovers
another layer of Lynes’ life and work, placing him into contemporary conversations of the
“necessary reassessment of the careers of major American artists—both gay and straight—as
well as portraiture itself.” 35
In 2013, Richard Meyer co-authored a book with artist, writer, and curator Catherine
Lord. Their text, Art & Queer Culture (2013) extends Meyer’s previous scholarship on
representations of homosexuality in art and, “considers the ways in which the codes and cultures
of homosexuality have provided a creative resource for visual artists.36 Through this ambitious
text, Lord and Meyer aim to establish queer culture within the history of art by questioning and
manipulating the boundaries of what is considered art and what counts as history.37 The text
includes works made and displayed as fine art as well as those “intended for private,
underground or otherwise restricted audiences.”38 Meyer includes discussion of Lynes’ work
within his essay titled, “Inverted Histories: 1885-1979.” 39 Similar to the information Katz
highlighted in his exhibition publication about Lynes, Meyer focuses his writing on the
photographer’s association with Alfred Kinsey. Meyer underlines the function of Lynes’
photographs of nude men in relation to the Kinsey Institute and the subjective nature of their
35

Katz, Ward, and Sichel, Hide/Seek.

36

Catherine Lord and Richard Meyer, Art & Queer Culture (London: Phaidon Press, 2013), 9.

37

Ibid., 11.

38

Ibid.

Ibid., 22, 24. Meyer’s discussion of Lynes’ work is found within this essay, under the section titled,
“The Traffic in Images.” Here, Meyer examines the “transcontinental traffic in physique images” by Dr.
Alfred Kinsey, the Athletic Model Guild in Los Angeles, and individual artists which, as he argues,
“suggests a complex network of visual culture and sexual community that has remained almost entirely
unexamined by historians.”
39
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purpose. As Meyer explains, “while Lynes understood his nudes as a private form of artistic
production, Kinsey valued them as scientific evidence of sexuality.”40 The attention Meyer calls
to the function of Lynes’ photographs at the Institute builds off of a previous article published in
2009 by former Curator of Art, Artifacts, and Photographs at The Kinsey Institute, Catherine
Johnson-Roehr.41 Both Meyer and Johnson-Roehr look at the ways in which Lynes photographs
were made as artistic expression yet served as scientific evidence to Kinsey. Furthermore,
Johnson-Roehr makes note of the impact Lynes’ work had in establishing a fine art photography
collection at The Institute. Both scholars highlight Lynes’ work while considering his
relationship to Kinsey and the Institute, contributing to an overarching scholarly interest that
began in 1993 with Crump’s exhibition and publication, and continued through Katz’ work in
2010, then into 2013 with Meyer and Lord’s book.
The trajectory of scholarship written about George Platt Lynes provides a groundwork for
understanding his life and photographs through various contexts. While the first book on Lynes’
photographs was published in 1973 by Lincoln Kirstein, a wave of new interest took hold in the
1980s and has carried throughout today. The scholarship that exists focuses on Lynes’ various
bodies of work, and collectively provides a reassessment of his photographs and life as an artist.
Lynes’ individual bodies of work, the social circles he was part of, and the final institution he
became closely associated with collectively emerge as a series of platforms that have,
paradoxically, made Lynes’ work visible while, at the same time, necessitating that it remained

40

Lord and Meyer, Art & Queer Culture, 23.

41

Johnson-Roehr, “From Visual Data to Fine Art.”
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unseen. This pattern allows a deeper understanding of the obscurity his work fell into for nearly
three decades after his death.
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CHAPTER 1
SOCIAL NETWORKS AND EARLY CAREER
George Platt Lynes was born on April 15, 1907 in East Orange, New Jersey to Joseph
Russell Lynes and Adelaide Sparkman Lynes.42 Growing up, Lynes was introduced to the arts
informally through friends and was interested in Greek mythology and poetry.43 Just before his
family moved to Englewood, New Jersey, Lynes was sent to the Berkshire School in Sheffield,
Massachusetts.44 Through his involvement in the school’s camera club and literary magazine,
Lynes met prominent cultural figure and eventual co-founder of the New York City Ballet,
Lincoln Kirstein in 1923.45 The two did not work closely together until they both re-located to
New York City however, this early coincidental encounter exemplifies the many powerful
relationships Lynes would come across throughout his life.
Upon graduating from the Berkshire School in 1925, Lynes made his first trip to France
at a time when the visual and literary arts were flourishing.46 He found himself among other
young Americans like Ernest Hemingway and Ezra Pound who were living abroad at the time.47
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One of the most important relationships that developed during his travels back and forth to
France, specifically Paris, was his friendship with Gertrude Stein. He captured her attention
immediately and she provided unconditional support for his pursuit of creative expression. 48 The
impact she had on his career is evident in a letter he wrote to her in his late twenties in which he
expressed, “I have been remembering by devotion to you and the inevitable influence you had on
my life, the valuable or merely pleasant hours I have spent with you, that I met you at the critical
age of eighteen and am now at the somewhat critical age of twenty-seven.”49 The two
corresponded frequently from 1924 through 1934 and as art historian James Crump explained,
“The fact that Lynes began corresponding with Stein in his teens suggests the blind ambition that
characterizes his earliest photographic experiments.” 50
Lynes began photographing in 1927 under the instruction of a professional photographer
in Englewood, New Jersey.51 Unfortunately the name of the photographer is unknown today,
however, two other influential figures would enter Lynes’ life this same year. At the suggestion
of one of his many Parisian acquaintances, Lynes met writer, Glenway Wescott and publisher and
museum coordinator Monroe Wheeler in New York.52 Wescott and Wheeler met and fell in love
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several years earlier in 1919 as students at the University of Chicago. 53 Shortly after the couple
met Lynes, their friendship progressed quickly into a romantic relationship and the three men
began traveling together as they began their careers. Wescott and Wheeler are credited with
supplying Lynes his first camera and photographic equipment.54 This would be the first of many
important ways Wescott and Wheeler would influence Lynes’ career.
According to Crump, Lynes was accompanied by Wheeler and Wescott and traveled to
Villefranche-sure-Mer near Nice during his second trip to France.55 Here, Lynes attempted
portraiture seriously for the first time as his social circle expanded. During these early years,
Lynes began photographing the people he admired most who also happened to be some of the
leading figures of the literary avant-garde such as Jean Cocteau, René Crevel, and his mentor
Gertrude Stein. Lynes looked to visual artists working within the circle of painters such as Paul
Cadmus, Jared French, and Pavel Tchewlchew.
An example of one of Lynes’ early portraits is, Portrait of René Crevel from 1928 (fig. 1).
Crevel was one of the first people Stein introduced him to and his occasional lover and in this
photograph, he functions as a subject for Lynes’ experimentation behind the camera. In the image
(fig. 1) the viewer is presented with a profile view of René Crevel, as he stares into the mirror at
his reflection, creating a surrealist juxtaposition. Lynes inserted himself into the portrait by
standing close enough to the subject that his camera appears between Crevel and his reflection.
Lynes and Crevel engage in an exchange of self-absorption of the male subject through the
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overlay of their gazes. 56 As art historian Richard Meyer has explained, “The self-absorption of
the male subject, whether captured by that subject or by an admiring witness, was a motif that
recurred in [Paul] Cadmus’ work and in that of his artistic circle, especially within the arena of
photography.”57 Lynes was among this aforementioned network of artists and evidently
influenced by their work.
Lynes’ portrait of Crevel functions as a frequently used motif and embodies a general
expression felt and exercised by the homosexual men in Lynes’ circle at the time. In the
photograph, Lynes casts his gaze on himself as well as Crevel which resonated with cultural and
societal pressures imposed on homosexual men at the time. As art historian and curator
Johnathan D. Katz has expressed in his co-authored exhibition publication, Hide/Seek:
Difference and Desire in American Portraiture,
Above all, Lynes was a master of lighting and sightlines, and his photographs are often
dense essays in the social and political ramifications of seeing and being seen. Even a
simple self-portrait, taken in a mirror (as if one eye has been replaced by the camera’s
lens) is transformed into a complicated mediation on the construction of selfhood.58
In the photograph, Lynes is reading René Crevel who is reading himself through the reflection.
The inclusion of his own reflection in the mirror may appear as a minor detail, or simple
suggestion of the artist’s hand but the meaning stems much deeper as he rendered himself visible
and grappled with his identity as a homosexual man.
I. Surrealist experiments
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Lynes was influenced by contemporary art movements in Europe, notably the surrealists,
as James Crump has confirmed.59 Lynes looked to the surrealists for their innovative techniques
and motifs which allowed him to indulge in his underlying passion for photographing the nude
figure, specifically, the nude male figure, a practice that he continued throughout his career. As
Lynes came into his own and experimented with photography, it is unlikely that he would have
fully subscribed to the movement because of its leader’s outspoken objection to homosexuality.60
In 1928, the movement’s leader André Breton wrote, “I accuse homosexuals of confronting
human tolerance with a mental and moral deficiency which turns itself into a system and to
paralyse every enterprise I respect.”61 Lynes was influenced stylistically by the movement and
was eventually included in several prominent surrealist exhibitions in the US. His work may not
have been recognized or “visible” in the eyes of Breton, but Lynes received recognition from
other notable figures who happened to be part of his expanding social circles.
Breton’s outspoken homophobic views were not uncommon from public opinion during
these years. It was such voices that fueled Lynes’ desire to keep his photographs of nude men in
hiding as well as conceal his romantic relationships from the public. An example of Lynes’ selfawareness was explained by Katz who elaborated in particular on his early experiments in
photography by stating:
In photograph after photograph, Lynes realizes a vision that we become who we are
through the act of being read or interpellated by others. As a homosexual, the way one
was read by society, individually and collectively, often did not conform to one’s sense of
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self. To be gay was to risk being continuously called out—at great personal danger—and
thus it was immediately evident how little control one had over how one was read. 62
Katz’s quote underscores the threat of being “called out,” as a “great personal danger,” further
emphasizing the importance of the networks and communities created among these targeted
groups in order to establish and foster a safe space for people such as Lynes and his network of
lovers and friends. Breton resided in France and his outspoken opinion on homosexuality
resonated widely, bringing these concerns from a national to an international scale for Lynes as
he traveled between France and the US, often accompanied by his romantic partners, Wescott
and Wheeler.
Lynes did not necessarily self-identify with the surrealist movement, in particular its cofounder, however, he became identified as a surrealist photographer at a time when the
movement recently garnered major attention in the US. Lynes’ recognition as a surrealist can be
partially attributed to his early support from prominent gallery owner and major supporter of
bringing the movement to the United States, Julien Levy.63 Levy and Lynes met while aboard a
ship en route to Paris in the summer of 1931 and from then, began collaborating by creating
films and making photographs together, marking the start of a profound relationship.64 This
connection yielded visibility for Lynes’ work because of Levy’s promotion and representation of
his photographs in his gallery that was quickly establishing itself as an important venue.
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In November 1931, Levy opened his gallery, dedicated to fine art photography in New
York City and over the next few years it became an unprecedented space for photography.
Among the artists exhibited, Levy hosted solo exhibitions of work by Eugène Atget, Bernice
Abbott, Man Ray, Lee Miller, and Lynes.65 Surrealism entered Levy’s gallery walls in 1932 and
marked a turning point for the movement in the US. As Levy wrote:
My Surrealism exhibition in January, 1932, was, overnight, to turn my gallery into the
unforgettable moment in art history it can still claim… I could not have been more
delighted with the phenomenal excitement it achieved, in New York and elsewhere…
Even Europe was suddenly conscious of the Julien Levy Gallery, it seemed.66
Such recognition gave artists included in this landmark exhibition the potential to be picked up
by the gallery or seen by other gallerists and museum professionals who visited or heard of the
show. Levy saw potential in Lynes and his work, evident in a quote in which he wrote, “his
development has been so rapid and so purposeful that he had promises to prove the most
interesting of new photographers in America.” 67 Levy’s outward expression of support for Lynes
suggests visibility of Lynes’ work as it was being represented in his gallery and as a name that
passed through conversations about fine art photography at the time.
After the debut of Lynes’ work at the Julien Levy gallery in the surrealist exhibition his
work entered another burgeoning platform of visibility. The next public appearance of Lynes’
work was thanks in part to his prep school friend from the Berkshire School, cultural figure
Lincoln Kirstein who was organizing the first exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art to feature
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photography.68 The exhibition was held in 1932 and titled, “Murals by American Painters and
Photographers.”69 Lynes’ social connections came full-circle when Kirstein asked Levy to select
photographs for the show which included the work of Bernice Abbott, Charles Sheeler, Edward
Steichen, Lynes and many others.70
Lynes’ photomural included in the exhibition was titled Landscape (1932) (fig. 2) and
measured approximately eight feet tall and sixteen feet long.71 The image is made up of several
characterizing techniques used by surrealists and includes multiple references to the classical
past. The combination of these elements created a photomural that features a nude male figure
and inserted Lynes’ experimentation into a platform of visibility that took hold as Kirstein’s
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art.
The photomural is composed of several images, creating a large-scale photomontage.
Lynes used mirror images of a nude model posed as a Greek sculpture and placed one on each
side of the mural, drawing the viewer’s eye in.72 Again, Lynes’ utilized reflection just as he did in
his portrait of René Crevel (fig. 1) although there is no mirror or reflective surface present in this
image. The figure on the left is superimposed with a photograph of a wooded area composed of
trees, brush, and a body of water. The form of the figure on the right side is overlaid with an
Crump, “The American Years,” 271-272. As Crump expressed, Kirstein was an icon of twentiethcentury art and culture and his influence is still being sorted out. Before he settled down in New York,
Kirstein formed Harvard University’s Society of Contemporary Art, whose exhibitions were deeply
influential on the Museum of Modern Art. Then, as Crump explained, “after moving to New York,
Kirstein became a regular trustee at MoMA, as well as secretary and trustee of MoMA’s recently
developed film library.” Along with these roles at MoMA, Kirstein was becoming more influential over
the museum’s exhibition programming.
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industrial scene indicated by piping, metal structures, and harsh, geometric lines. Both figures
gesture toward the center of the image where a white square frame and receding box form create
the illusion of three-dimensional space. Measuring tools are seated within the left side of the
frame, complementing the repetitive lines found in the images of architectural and industrial
elements. The frame and box configuration appear to descend back into space, leading to a
photograph of a skyscraper standing among the clouds, referring to industrial technology. In
Landscape (1932) (fig. 2), Lynes created a scene using techniques employed by the surrealists,
such as photomontage and reflection, to create an image that may only make sense to an
unconscious mind.
In addition to the aforementioned surrealist experiments, Lynes also referenced the
classical past through several elements in the photomural. Notably, the mirrored image of the
nude model posing as a Greek sculpture is standing in contrapposto with his weight shifted to
one leg. Although the form of both figures is overlaid with imagery, a fig leaf covering the
model’s genitalia is more evident on the figure occupying the right side of the mural. The fig leaf
references a classical motif and functions to simultaneously conceal and reveal the figure’s
genitalia. This act of censorship—placing the fig on the figure—hides what lies behind it and
calls attention to the part of the body it forbids the eye to see. Another reference to the classical
past is Lynes’ incorporation of Greek orders. Two colonnades—on the right, Corinthian, and on
the left, Doric—begin on the edges of the mural and recede back into the distance. His use of the
model posing as a Greek sculpture, contrapposto stance, fig leaf, and Greek orders weave
together several classical elements and motifs that are deeply rooted in art history. By combining
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these, along with surrealist techniques, Lynes’ interest in representing the male nude was
presented in a public space, in this case, an exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art.
II. Established as a Surrealist
Lynes’ inclusion in some of the first, groundbreaking shows of their kind shed light on his
work in the context of fine art. His romantic relationships remained common knowledge among
his friends and his experiments in photographing the nude male figure had multiplied, just as his
mastery of lighting and composition became more advanced. It seemed that Lynes had forged a
platform of visibility for himself through relationships with notable people such as Levy,
Kirstein, Stein, Wheeler, and Wescott. Lynes also managed to carve a space for certain
representations of his male nudes to exist within fine art by way of surrealist experiments. As
though his inclusion in Levy’s surrealist exhibition and Kirstein’s photomural show had not
already contributed to his success and early gallery exposure, it was the inclusion of one of his
photographs in the Museum of Modern Art’s exhibition, “Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism,” from
1936 which firmly established him as a surrealist photographer and garnered visibility for his
work by being shown in these thematic shows.73
Lynes’ photograph titled, The Sleep Walker (1935) featured nude male figures and was
put on display just three years after Landscape (1932) (fig. 2). In The Sleepwalker (1935) (fig. 3),
the bottom half of a standing nude male figure is shown from behind with a flat, square,
reflective surface upon his waist. On top of the flat surface is a crouched figure laying on his
side, facing the camera, with his knees bent towards his chest and arms folded directly in front of
him. In this photograph, there are no images overlaid which would obliterate the details of the
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body, as seen in Landscape (1932) (fig. 2). Like in Landscape (1932) (fig. 2) Lynes captured the
nude, male body in The Sleepwalker (1935) (fig. 3), although this time the viewer is presented
with a clear view of the back of a figure as opposed to an obstructed front-facing form as seen in
his photomural. James Crump has suggested that this view of the male nude from behind would
not have garnered much, if any, critical attention, stating that, “it must have been dwarfed by the
sheer size of the exhibition, with the bulk of attention paid to the reigning leaders of painting.”74
Lynes depiction of the male body in this case may not have been alarming but his inclusion in the
show reinforced his association with the surrealist movement. Crump explained the importance
of Lynes’ inclusion in the show by writing, “For many, Alfred H. Barr Jr. and William Rubin’s
decision to include Lynes in the controversial exhibition, “Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism,”
firmly established Lynes as a surrealist photographer.”75 This also provided an outlet for his
growing body of experimental work of representing the male nude.
III. Lynes’ next career move
Lynes began his photography career by taking portraits of family, friends, and romantic
partners and experimented with controlled accidents and double exposures. Through the people
depicted in these early photographs and published literary sources, it is apparent that Lynes had
stepped into a premier group of people who would go on to support him and lend a hand in his
success as a major photographer. As a gay man, Lynes was aware of the social implications that
would arise if he were “outed,” to the public and attempted to preserve his identity, expressing
his truest self to those closest to him. As his photographic experiments developed, so did his
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interest in representing the male nude. These early ventures made their way into public platforms
such as museums and galleries, giving Lynes an outlet for this work that fell under the category
of Surrealism and garnered him visibility through his association with this avant-garde
movement.
Lynes’ most prominent years showing in galleries and museums is considered to be from
1931 to 1933 during which he began thinking of commercial applications of his work as a way of
providing steady income. 76 The next major leap of his career was heavily focused on fashion
photography and finding himself as the commissioned photographer for the New York City
Ballet. This would expose Lynes to another audience, expanding upon his social connections and
another platform of visibility.
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CHAPTER 2
FASHION AND DANCE PHOTOGRAPHY
The social networks and gallery exposure Lynes obtained in the 1920s and 30s laid the
groundwork for his next career move. Lynes shifted his attention from surrealist experiments
shown in galleries and museums to commissioned assignments for major fashion magazines and
dance productions. This career shift was largely influenced by his need for financial stability that
fine art photography did not provide. His early exhibition opportunities and social networks with
people like Glenway Wescott, Monroe Wheeler, and Lincoln Kirstein facilitated his launch into
the world of fashion and dance photography. In this new chapter of his career, Lynes’ work
appeared in various easily accessible publications such as magazines and promotional materials.
This commercial and editorial work is what Lynes is now most widely recognized for,
undoubtedly because of the visibility these genres garnered through the outlets of their
publications. His work as a fashion photographer began just before his dance photography in the
early to mid-1930s, but both genres were influenced by his ongoing representations of the male
nude. Throughout this career shift his social networks continued to expand and overlap as his
recognition as an esteemed photographer grew drastically.
I. Fashion photography

In addition to looking for financial stability, Lynes moved toward fashion photography in
1933 after his father died and he could no longer afford trips to France on his own.77 During the
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first years of this shift in work, Lynes sought the advice of soon-to-be magazine editor Frederika
Fox,78 then later, society person Mary Conover Brown.79 Together, Fox and Brown helped to
guide the start of Lynes’ career as a fashion photographer.
In 1934, upon Brown’s recommendation, Lynes moved to a new studio at 214 E. FiftyEighth Street and into a new apartment with his romantic partners, Wescott and Wheeler.80 The
combined guidance of Fox and Brown along with Lynes’ previous gallery exposure garnered him
recognition by leading fashion editors at several major magazines.81 As James Crump explained,
“one of the first to recognize Lynes’ potential in advertising and fashion was Alexey Brodovitch,
who has been credited with revolutionizing the design of the modern American magazine.”82 As
art director for Harper’s Bazaar, Brodovitch hired Lynes and by 1934 he began working
alongside other notable photographers like George Hoyningen-Huene, Louise Dahl-Wolfe, and
Leslie Gill.83
In the years following 1934, Lynes continued building his career as a fashion
photographer and by 1937 his photographs were regularly appearing in Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar,
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and Town and Country.84 Lynes’ new body of work entered a different realm of visibility in
illustrated magazines sold on street corners and delivered to the homes of millions of people. An
example of one of Lynes’ fashion photographs is a portrait of model Toni Sorrel (fig. 4) from
1937. This photograph was an advertisement for Henri Bendel and appeared in a 1938 issue of
Harper’s Bazaar. 85 In the photograph (fig. 4), Sorrel stands in front of a textured glass backdrop
wearing a black crepe dress with her arms raised above her head. Behind the backdrop is a male
figure wearing a suit who is standing with his arms stretched out as though he is about to
embrace Sorrel. The backdrop creates a spatial and material barrier between the two models,
eliminating any possibility for physical contact. The texture and opacity of the glass creates a
blurred effect, only rendering the general form and gesture of the male figure visible. Although
there are two people in the image, the focus is on Sorrel, more specifically, the dress she is
wearing. The text included in the advertisement directs the consumer’s attention to Sorrel’s
garment, stating, “The black crepe cocktail dress, full skirted for the rhumba, which you will
wear out dining and dancing these February nights. Henri Bendel.” Together, Lynes’
photographic technique and strategic use of the backdrop along with the accompanying text
creates an image of desire.
During the same time Lynes’ commercial work was put in the spotlight of the fashion
magazine, he continued his pursuit in photographing the nude figure, particularly the male nude.
These studies influenced the photographs he produced for fashion magazines and aided in the
development of what historian Elspeth Brown calls Lynes’, ‘amorous regard.’ In both Lynes’
Elspeth H. Brown, “Queering Glamour in Interwar Fashion Photography: The ‘Amorous Regard’ of
George Platt Lynes,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 23, no. 3 (2017): 299-300. doi
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fashion photographs and images of nude men, he created the amorous regard—a look of desire—
through glances exchanged between himself and the model, invoking an unspoken desire.
According to Brown, “in the context of gay male sexual subcultures, the amorous regard is the
ocular component of cruising.”86 Cruising is the moment of visual exchange and functions as an
act of mutual recognition of erotic interest, 87 however, in the context of his fashion work, the
amorous regard was a “heteronormative fiction that Lynes produced as a way to coax specific,
desire-laden looks from his mostly female sitters.”88 In this way, Lynes’ desire and sexual life
from which he developed the look of his amorous regard is rendered visible in the context of his
fashion work and adapted to suit his audience, comprised by consumers of the general public all
the while his private life is hiding in plain sight.
Upon visual analysis of Lynes’ fashion photographs and images of nude men, it becomes
apparent that he often used the same props in both bodies of work. Lynes’ nude portraits of
Chester Nielsen and J. Ogle exemplify his reuse of backdrops and props (fig. 5a, 5b). In the
photographs, Lynes used the same textured glass backdrop as seen in the portrait of Sorrel and
placed it between the two models. In fig. 5a, the model in the forefront is reclined, sitting down
with his head leaning against the glass, in front of the crotch of the other figure who stands
behind the backdrop. In fig. 5b, both men are standing, facing and staring at one another through
the glass. Their stances mimic each other and creates the illusion of reflection—a technique used
by Lynes in many of his surrealist photographs. Brown expands on this analysis and explains that
86
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this mirroring of glances, physical gestures, and movements are all “key choreographic moments
in homosexual cruising culture… that work to clarify desires and intentions in the context of
public sex.”89 Each of these elements combines to create an effect that appears to be influenced
by surrealism but has another layer of meaning in the context of cruising.
Lynes symbolically represented the maintenance of controlled sexual desire considered
acceptable to be expressed in a public space and nods directly to institutional dividers through
his use of the glass backdrop.90 In the Bendel advertisement, desire is invoked between the male
model and Sorrel, creating a look marketable to the viewer in an attempt to sell clothing. Lynes
rendered the ‘amorous regard’ visible in his image of Sorrel, yet its authentic form took shape in
the portraits of Nielsen and Ogle.
The platform of the fashion magazine functioned as a barrier, just as the glass backdrop
did in Lynes’ portrait of Sorrel and photographs of Nielsen and Ogle. In both images, the
background was somewhat see-through, yielding visibility between the two figures, maintaining
their distance from one another and eliminating the possibility of physical contact between them.
Like the glass backdrop, the fashion magazine yielded visibility for Lynes’ commercial and
editorial work simultaneously heightening the need for his sexual relations and images of nude
men to remain hidden—or, invisible—as they could have jeopardized his career.
The fashion industry provided Lynes with a network of connections bringing him into
favor with many high-ranking professionals in the field and resulted in numerous opportunities
to publish his commercial and editorial work. As Lynes became more popular by way of his
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fashion photographs there was even more reason for his photographs of nude men to remain
hidden. As editor and publisher Jack Woody confirmed,
Lynes’ popularity had paradoxically prevented the showing of his male nudes, the
photographs he considered to be his finest. In economic terms, he could not afford a
controversy that would have adversely affected his reputation among conservative
fashion editors… The nudes would continue to be privately shared within the
photographer’s close circle of friends.91
Woody highlights the predicament Lynes found himself in as he continuously succeeded as a
fashion photographer. Lynes started this chapter of his career seeking financial stability however,
the implications of this shift ran deeply, effecting his personal life and the visibility of his
intimate relationships and photographs of nude men.
II. Dance photography

Around the same time Lynes began his career as a fashion photographer he was
commissioned as photographer for what would later be known as the New York City Ballet. Just
as his social connections gave visibility to his work shown in galleries and museums, then
kickstarted his launch into the fashion world, he came across this opportunity through yet
another member of his network. In 1933, Lynes’ prep-school friend Lincoln Kirstein brought
Russian-born choreographer George Balanchine to the United States to create an American ballet
company composed of national dancers.92 In 1934, Balanchine and Kirstein opened a school
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“which was to serve as the incubator” of their company and later that year, the American Ballet
made its debut.93
Throughout the 1930s and 40s, Balanchine and Kirstein formed various ballet companies
—American Ballet, Ballet Caravan, Ballet Society—and eventually, in 1948, the New York City
Ballet was established. 94 Balanchine and Kirstein agreed Lynes’ skill in photography could help
publicize their efforts of forming new companies and in 1935 he was tasked with photographing
Balanchine’s principal dancers.95 This work brought a great deal of attention to Lynes’ studio
which had recently been relocated next to the Julien Levy Gallery and the Museum of Modern
Art.96 Lynes’ photographs of the principal dancers were circulated widely in advertisements and
promotional materials as the dance companies rose to fame. According to James Crump “one of
the most enduring legacies is his collection of innovative and technically advanced photographs
for the American Ballet, Ballet Caravan, Ballet Society, and later the New York City Ballet.”97
While Balanchine and Kirstein faced challenges in maintaining a company until establishing the
New York City Ballet, their efforts created ample opportunity for Lynes to refine his photography
skills and provided him with a steady income.
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Lynes produced photographs of principal dancers for many of Kirstein and Balanchine’s
collaborations throughout the 1930s and 40s but it was his photographs from the New York City
Ballet’s 1950 production of Orpheus that stood out. As Crump expressed, “[this] series of
prints… marks the apogee of Lynes’ success as a dance photographer, in which he exhibits rare
richness in lighting and astute compositional posing.98 Two photographs (fig. 6a, 6b) from this
series exemplify Lynes’ mastery of capturing formal elements that had been perfected through
his early surrealist experiments, fashion photographs, and his ongoing collection of male nudes.
In the photographs (fig. 6a, 6b), Lynes photographed principal dancers Francisco Moncion and
Nicholas Magallanes as they re-performed their pas de deux from the ballet completely nude.99
Lynes accentuates the physique of each dancer by combining highlights and shadows that are
cast over their bodies to move the viewer’s eye throughout the image. The combination of
physical contact between the dancers and the incorporation of props and expert lighting
transform these into more than photographs of a re-performance, rather, the men appear as
exquisite sculptural forms.
Crump brought to light a controversy surrounding the series of photographs Lynes
produced for Orpheus, exemplifying the way in which dance photography, like fashion
photography, simultaneously functioned as a platform toward his visibility and invisibility.
Although this series of prints was considered some of Lynes’ best dance photography, problems
arose when one unidentified photograph from the series was released in the company’s annual
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program.100 Crump explained that Lynes later wrote to a colleague about the “prudishness” of the
company’s directors because they decided the images should be excluded from future
promotion.101 Presumably, the photographs were too revealing given the dancers’ nudity or
perhaps too suggestive of homosexual desire. In this instance, Lynes’ photographs from the
series were prohibited from being published and seen by the public, echoing the fate of his other
photographs of nude men that were to remain hidden.
The ‘amorous regard’ Lynes instilled in his fashion work appears in his dance
photographs as well. In these dance photographs, his aim was not necessarily to instill desire in
the viewer like he strategically employed in his fashion work, however, there seems to be a look
of longing exchanged between the models in fig. 6a and 6b, creating a connection that enhances
the theatricality of the image. Both Lynes’ fashion and dance photographs give insight into his
experimentations with representing the male nude. As Crump explained, “due in part to his
friendships with many of the principal dancers, there is a sensual affinity between many of the
dance photographs and Lynes’s other work with the male nude. Indeed, many of the principal
dancers became Lynes’ intimates, and were frequently enlisted in much of his erotic work.” 102
Such photographs could not be shown at the time, however, these commercial outlets provided
Lynes a platform to practice his technique and master his ability to represent the human form,
hiding his underlying interest in plain sight.
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Despite this instance of objection to Lynes’ work for the Ballet, Balanchine held great
admiration for his photographs of the company’s dancers. Balanchine expressed this later in a
monograph by writing,
… George Lynes’ pictures will contain, as far as I am concerned, all that will be
remembered of my own repertory in a hundred years. Movement will be lost, particular
performances forgotten, and a new quaintness will discolor the faded prints. But an exact
echo, however remote, will still be ringing in this body of photographs of an
admirable craftsman—this great lover of dancing and dancers.103
Through Balanchine’s statement, it’s evident that Lynes’ photographs functioned as more than an
indexical marking of a particular performance or grouping of dancers, rather, his images captured
the essence and power of the production during that moment and for the future. These
photographs were not only a showcase of Lynes’ talent but also represented the expertise of
Balanchine, Kirstein, and the dancers. His photographs provide a visual record of the network of
people who created these performances and provides visibility to some of Lynes best work and
most enduring legacy.
III. A turn towards his final years
Advertisements, fashion magazines, and promotional materials provided many
opportunities for Lynes’ work to be displayed publicly. These outlets provided a paradoxical
platform of invisibility and visibility. Through historical analysis it becomes clear that the more
fame and attention Lynes and his fashion and dance photographs received, the more important it
was that his nude studies remain hidden.
The downfall of Lynes’ career as a fashion photographer was marked by many personal
troubles. In the 1940s he found himself, once again, with financial challenges and, during the
George Balanchine, “Dance,” in George Platt Lynes: Photographs 1931-1955, by Jack Woody
(Pasadena, CA: Twelvetrees Press, 1981), 105.
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same time, his relationship with Wescott and Wheeler began to fade, resulting in their breakup in
1943.104 In 1946, Lynes was presented with the opportunity to move to Hollywood and head
Vogue studios as Chief Photographer.105 He left his problems behind in New York and purchased
a large home in Hollywood, creating another financial burden that haunted him until his death in
1995.
During his time living on the West coast he drained his earnings and was forced to move
back to New York in 1948.106 Upon his return he managed to reestablish his account with the
New York City Ballet but failed to do so with fashion publications. After World War II Alexey
Brodovitch, who had been one of the first to recognize Lynes nearly ten years prior, became
interested in a new group of younger photographers, including Richard Avedon and Irving
Penn.107 Brodovitch was in constant search of work that was entirely innovative and at this point,
Lynes’ photographs were considered stylistically out of date.108 It was at this point that he turned
his full attention to photographing the male nude.109 Lynes’ final career shift to focus on
producing his erotic work was, as Crump explained, “work from which he derived little income
or reputation.”110 This was also the work Lynes enjoyed making the most.
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CHAPTER 3
THE KINSEY INSTITUTE
In 1947, sexologist Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey founded The Kinsey Institute for Research on
Sex, Gender, and Reproduction at Indiana University, Bloomington.111 Kinsey was interested in
the scientific study of human sexual behavior which led him to conduct extensive interviews and
collect a variety of visual materials such as magazines, pamphlets, and photographs pertaining to
this research. The Kinsey Institute’s archive also includes a photography collection that consists
of approximately 85,000 photographs. 112 According to the Institute’s website, “for Dr. Alfred
Kinsey, the study of human sexual behavior went beyond science. He also saw art, artifacts, and
photographs as essential tools for researching sexual behavior and customs across time and
cultures.”113 Kinsey’s interest in collecting visual representations of the nude figure and Lynes’
photographs coincided to create a friendship and professional relationship that would grow for
the remainder of their lives. By this time, Lynes’ turned his full attention to photographing the
nude figure after a steep decline of commissions for fashion and dance publications.
Kinsey’s developing research and release of his book, published in 1948, Sexual Behavior
in the Human Male, and Lynes’ return to New York from California overlapped when in early
1949, Glenway Wescott introduced them to one another.114 Kinsey was interested in Lynes’
photographs of nude men because of their relationship to gay male eroticism, a subject he was
Catherine Johnson-Roehr, “From Visual Data to Fine Art: Photography Collections at The Kinsey
Institute,” Visual Resources 25, no. 3 (September 15, 2009): 259. doi: 10.1080/01973760903122414.
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researching at the time.115 Around 1950, Kinsey began collecting Lynes’ photographs for the
Institute’s archive. 116 In addition to over 600 original prints, Kinsey also purchased almost 2,000
of Lynes’ original negatives, including images of the male nude, dance, fashion, and
portraiture,117 comprising one of the largest collections of his work.118 Preoccupied with his
erotic work, Kinsey did not learn of Lynes’ fame in dance, fashion, and portrait photography
until several years later in 1954.119 Throughout the early to mid 1950s, Kinsey aggressively
sought Lynes’ photographs for his developing collection.
Much of Lynes’ work remained unseen in the Kinsey Institute archive until the 1980s—
nearly 30 years after the photographer’s death. Around this time a surge of new interest in Lynes
and his work arose due, in part, to a recent publication of the first monograph of his work in
conjunction with a comprehensive exhibition. 120 The unveiling of Lynes’ work in exhibitions and
publications beginning in the 1980s is important to developing scholarship and his association
with the Kinsey Institute archive remains critical in understanding his work, more specifically his
nude studies.
When The Kinsey Institute was founded in 1947 it was the largest collection of sexrelated materials in the world and influenced the field of sexology as researchers traveled to
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consult the collections for their studies. 121 It is important to highlight the contested history of The
Kinsey Institute’s archive because of the conditions it withstood during a time when the study of
sex and the production of erotic photographs was considered taboo. The Institute’s archive has
provided a paradoxical platform of invisibility and visibility for Lynes’ work. It has functioned as
a space for his photographs to exist within and be seen by curious researchers, however, much of
it remained hidden due to threats of legal action taken against collecting such material. In
addition to these factors, the Institute’s encounter with the law and its premise as a space for sex
research are inextricably bound to the materials within it.
I. Historical context of the archive
After Lynes donated a significant collection of photographs to Kinsey for his developing
archive in the 1950s, the work remained hidden in Bloomington, Indiana for nearly 30 years.
Following Lynes’ death in 1955 his photographs of nude men were no longer circulated among
his group of friends. The work still in his possession was either destroyed by him just prior to his
death out of fear it would ruin his reputation or catalogued and stored for sex research at The
Institute. Lynes and his work fell into posthumous obscurity for these reasons, however, it seems
that there is also a correlation to the cultural, political, and social conditions his work and The
Kinsey Institute archive were subject to. The Institute underwent a substantial legal battle
because of the threat censorship posed to the research taking place and the materials being
collected by the staff. The circumstances the archive and Lynes photographs were faced with and
withstood are not necessarily rendered visible through a physical marker, rather, this history
embodies a shadow in the Institute’s history. This shadow is important for understanding the
“Library and Special Collections,” Kinsey Institute, Indiana University, accessed September 8, 2017,
https://kinseyinstitute.org/collections/index.php.
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Institute and the conditions it persisted through, the censorship it was faced with, and the reasons
Lynes’ work was not shown publicly during the decades following his death.
In addition to producing original research on sexual and reproductive health, Kinsey
collected a variety of visual materials for his growing archive.122 He received magazines,
pamphlets, and photographs through the mail, often by unknown photographers or individuals
who wanted to contribute to his research, despite the fact that such exchanges had legal
consequences.123 The 1930 Tariff Act that banned the importation of “obscene” material through
the postal service.124 After recognizing the threat this legal code imposed on the Institute’s
developing research, Kinsey sought exemption from the Tariff Act. In 1950, Kinsey initiated a
court case, United States v. 31 Photographs, which marked a milestone in obscenity law.125
Under the advisement of his lawyers, Kinsey ordered a set of thirty-one photographs to be sent
from Europe to New York that he would use in the trial. 126 As Catherine Johnson-Roehr, former
Curator of Art, Artifacts, and Photographs at The Kinsey Institute, described, “The grainy blackand-white prints, taken during World War II by an unknown photographer working with one
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male and two female models in various combinations, were deliberately selected for their explicit
sexual imagery and apparent lack of aesthetic qualities.” 127 The photographs selected for trial
were not made by Lynes however his work that had been commissioned and purchased by
Kinsey consequently stored in the Institute’s archive would be affected by the outcome of the
case.
By 1950 United States vs. 31 Photographs was underway, challenging the government’s
definition of obscenity and administrative restraint exercised in the transit and distribution of
mail conducted by the postal service. Lynes was well aware of the conditions that prevented him
from sending his nude studies through the mail. In several letters to Kinsey, Lynes referenced the
postal authority’s seizure of his work and expressed that he would not consign his photographs to
the post.128 The legal hazards of owning or exchanging gay male erotica were a stark reality for
Lynes and Kinsey.129 As James Crump underlined, “With legal codes such as they were, few
artists at this time openly acknowledged their association with the type of work Lynes was
producing, especially where frontal nudity and depiction of the genitalia were concerned.”130
Male nude (fig. 7) is an early example of such work. This photograph, made by Lynes in 1938,
shows a young man standing in front of the camera with his right arm placed on his hip and his
left arm stretched behind his head, leaning against the wall behind him, staring directly into the
lens. The figure is nude and shown from the knees up, exemplifying the frontal nudity and
visible genitalia that was condemned at the time. Kinsey arranged for Lynes’ photographs to be
127
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hand-delivered from New York to Bloomington, appeasing Lynes’ wishes.131 All of this took
place as Kinsey actively sought for exemption from the Tariff Act of 1930.
The case received a significant amount of critical attention from the media and brought
the Institute into the public spotlight. Although this was not necessarily positive attention, it
rendered the Institute visible through discussion and stories about the case. United States v. 31
Photographs caused such an uproar in the media that it provoked Kinsey to release the following
statement:
The Institute feels that the issue is much broader than that of the importation of a specific
object at a given time and place. It considers that the issue is one which concerns all
scholars who need access to so-called obscene materials for scientific investigations
which in the long run may contribute to human welfare.132
This statement expresses Kinsey’s unshakable defense of academic freedom and the possibilities
that “obscene” material could contribute to the research unfolding at the Institute. Kinsey seemed
to understand this case would have a lasting impact, regardless of the outcome. If the case was
ruled in favor of the institute, he and his team of researchers could continue their work but if it
were ruled against him, the institute could no longer import materials and what had previously
been collected was subject to seizure by the government.
Before a ruling on the case was reached, Lynes died of lung cancer in 1955. Just prior to
his death, he destroyed a majority of the work still in his possession out of fear that it would
tarnish the public reputation he’d built as a dance, fashion, and portrait photographer.133 The
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following year, Kinsey died after spending the remaining years of his life waiting for a ruling on
the case that had yet to reach a verdict.134 Unfortunately, both men passed away before knowing
the fate of their career’s work and whether or not their reputations would be celebrated or
condemned by the government and general public.
Finally, on October 31, 1957, the judge released his decision in the case of United States
v. 31 Photographs.135 The basis of the judge’s decision was on the definition of the word
“obscene,” a premise Kinsey based his argument on from his inception of the case. The
definition used by the judge was determined in a previous verdict from another case-ruling and
helped to reaffirm the subjective nature of “obscenity,” in favor of Kinsey’s argument.136 As a
result, the Kinsey case court ruling was based on the following:
The latest definition available to the court… defined obscenity as material that appealed
to the prurient interest of the average person. The staff of the Institute for Sex Research
was not made up of average persons but of scholars who imported erotic material solely
for the purpose of scientific research. 137
This decision came after seven years of disputing the definition of obscenity and Kinsey’s
persistent pursuit of obtaining exemption from the Tariff Act. In this instance, sex research and
developing an archive of sex-related materials provided the necessary backdrop for collecting
erotic photographs—a venture which would have otherwise been undeniably denounced by the
134Johnson-Roehr,
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the law. As Johnson-Roehr explained, “photographs have formed a major part of the collection
since the 1940s, when Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey realized that images would be useful for his study of
human sexual behavior… providing visual information for [his] scientific examination of sexual
activity.” 138 The ruling of the case in Kinsey’s favor and recent scholarship has brought these
photographs out from hiding, contributing to a deeper understanding of his sex research.
The Kinsey Institute archive developed out of Kinsey’s personal interest in research on
sex, gender, and reproduction and throughout its history faced the threat of legal censorship. It
withstood cultural, social, and political conditions which kept much of the photography archive
in hiding.139 The legal case brought visibility to the Institute through the media and called
attention to exactly what the government was attempting to hide: representations of nudity. The
Institute also hid Lynes’ photographs for nearly three decades after his death. Lynes believed this
work to be an important part of his oeuvre and wanted it shown publicly, outside of his group of
friends and Kinsey’s collections. This is evident in a letter Crump excerpted that Lynes wrote to
Kinsey, stating, “I don’t want [the male nudes] buried in some archive. I want them available to
anybody who may want them.”140 Lynes’ wishes were not granted immediately or even soon
after his death, however a shifting cultural climate and acceptance of the public display and
discussion of sex on the coattails of the sexual revolution, along with an art historical interest
resulted in the re-discovery of him and his work.
II. Function of the archive
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Lynes’ continuous production of the male nude fell in line with the burgeoning visual
culture that developed among artists in New York after World War II.141 In addition to Lynes,
several of his closest friends and acquaintances were producing drawings, paintings, and
photographs of “explicit gay sexual activity.”142 Lynes’ image-making resonated closely with the
work being made by his peers however, instead of functioning solely as fine art photography, his
work took on a different role when it entered The Kinsey Institute’s archive.
As Johnson-Roehr expressed, “[overall] photographs were initially collected to provide
visual data for scientific examination of sexual activity.”143 These images provided a
visualization of the data Kinsey was collecting and helped to strengthen his observations. Kinsey
collected images from cultural materials such as stage films and physique magazines as well as
those by photographers like Lynes. 144 During the formative years of the Institute, Kinsey hired an
anthropologist to collect confiscated photographs, drawings, and films from prisons, post offices,
and police departments from across the United States. 145 Kinsey also received donations of
photographs, works of art, and other artifacts from people around the world who supported his
Crump, George Platt Lynes, 151. In addition to being submerged in this growing visual culture, Lynes
also looked to academic male nudes produced in France. As Crump confirmed, “Lynes owned several
contact sheets produced by the Parisian studio of Jean Louis Igout dating to around 1870-1880.” Lynes
also quoted Igout’s studies of the male nude, suggesting he actively looked to these images for inspiration
in creating his own work.
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work and hoped to contribute to his efforts through their contributions.146 The growing visual
collections enabled researchers to cross time and space as they allowed for the study of sexual
behavior in other countries and past eras to be conducted at the Institute through such generous
donations.
The number of photographs grew and Kinsey, along with his colleagues, developed a
system of classification with over forty categories that included anatomy, female and male
figures, fetish, homosexual male and female, masturbation and many more. 147 Kinsey’s growing
collection provided a safe-haven for work by photographers, such as Lynes, who were creating
erotic images. Exhibition opportunities for photographs such as Lynes’ representations of nude
men were nearly nonexistent during the time but they composed a critical part of Kinsey’s
library. As Johnson-Roehr explained,
Although developing a museum-quality collection of fine art photography was not their
intention when Kinsey and his colleagues began acquiring prints in the 1940s, they did
not refuse when opportunities to collect works by known fine art photographers came
along, as long as the photographs had value for the research project.148
Kinsey was most interested in Lynes photographs of nude men, particularly his erotic portraits.
These photographs functioned as visual data but slowly, as research evolved, the images served a
new purpose in the collection.
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The contributions that Lynes and other fine art photographers made helped to eventually
establish a separate, fine art collection within the Institute’s archives.149 In the years following
Kinsey’s death the Institute continued to collect photographs as research material however, a
shift away from commercial or amateur erotica toward photography as an art form began to
takeover.150 Although Lynes’ work was sought after by Kinsey during a time when the Institute
was attempting to collect great amounts of visual material for scientific research, their function
transitioned to resonate with the nature they had been made in—fine art photography. The
transition of focus in acquisitions was slow but had if it not been for Kinsey’s adamant collection
of visual materials for his research on sex, gender, and reproduction, Lynes’ images may have all
been destroyed by the photographer himself, just as he had done with the remaining work in his
possession.
Lynes was creating technically innovative photographs, beautifully representing the nude
body, however, the majority of this work was visible only to his closest friends because of
prevailing cultural, political, and social conditions. His work found refuge in Kinsey’s
collections and this protection was confirmed after the verdict of United States v. 31 Photographs
was ruled in the Institute’s favor. From the 1950s through the end of the 1990s, more artists
began making such imagery, however, as Crump proclaimed, “from a late twentieth-century
vantage point, Lynes was a pioneer in this genre.”151 The attention Lynes’ work has gained in
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recent years marks the rediscovery of a photographer who single-handedly captured nearly
twenty-five years of homoerotic imagery. This work has since been included in major museum
and gallery exhibitions, published and written about and used as a lens to understand his
commercial work that initially defined his career.
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CONCLUSION
The circulation, display, and production of photographs is inextricably bound to cultural,
social, and political circumstances. These circumstances may pose threats and actions of
censorship that influence what is seen or not seen. Through a close consideration of George Platt
Lynes’ social networks and the places his work was displayed, published, and stored, we can
begin to understand the paradoxical role these platforms took in shaping conditions of both
invisibility and visibility for his life and work.
Major museum exhibitions and fashion publications helped him rise to fame and garnered
him visibility among major professionals in the art world. These events were foundational in
building his career, however, his financial downfall and efforts in photographing the male nude
during a time when such a practice was not widely accepted are just as significant in
understanding the scope of Lynes’ life and legacy. Growing from a surge of scholarship on the
history of the male nude in photography that occurred in the late 1980s, the complexity and
richness of Lynes’ work and life experience have been rediscovered. Work that had remained
hidden in the archive for nearly 30 years has come to assume a prominent place in scholarship
and curatorial work. Through a close consideration of Lynes’ early work and social networks, the
explicit censorship of his male nudes, and this recent renewed scholarly attention to his life and
work, this thesis demonstrates that Lynes’ life narrative has been shaped by a paradox of
visibility and invisibility that echoes the social and cultural conditions into which his
photographs initially circulated.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. George Platt Lynes, Portrait of René Crevel, Paris, 1928. Vintage silver print.
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Figure 2. George Platt Lynes, American Landscape, 1932. Central panel, photograph framed;
side panels, the figures are double-printed from two negatives and mounted on the architectural
background. Photo-mural for the Museum of Modern Art exhibition, “Murals by American
Painters and Photographers.”
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Figure 3. George Platt Lynes, The Sleepwalker, 1935, photograph included in the Museum of
Modern Art exhibition, “Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism,” 1936. Vintage silver print. From the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Figure 4. George Platt Lynes, Toni Sorel in Fashion Photograph for Bendel’s Advertisement in
Harper’s Bazaar, 1938. Gelatin silver print. From the The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
reprinted in 1938 issue of Harper’s Bazaar.
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Figures 5a, 5b. George Platt Lynes, Chester Nielsen with J. Ogle (behind glass), ca. 1937.
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Figure 6a. George Platt Lynes, Nicolas Magallanes and Francisco Moncion in Orpheus, New
York City Ballet, 1950. Vintage silver print. From The Kinsey Institute.
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Figure 6b. George Platt Lynes, Nicolas Magallanes and Francisco Moncion in Orpheus, New
York City Ballet, 1950. Vintage silver print. From The Kinsey Institute.
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Figure 7. George Platt Lynes, Male nude, 1938. From The Kinsey Institute.
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